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Abstract—Businesses were moving during the past decades toward full digital models, which made companies face new threats
and cyberattacks affecting their services and, consequently, their
profits. To avoid negative impacts, companies’ investments in
cybersecurity are increasing considerably. However, Small and
Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs) operate on small budgets,
minimal technical expertise, and few personnel to address cybersecurity threats. In order to address such challenges, it is
essential to promote novel approaches that can intuitively present
cybersecurity-related technical information.
This paper introduces SecBot, a cybersecurity-driven conversational agent (i.e., chatbot) for the support of cybersecurity
planning and management. SecBot applies concepts of neural
networks and Natural Language Processing (NLP), to interact
and extract information from a conversation. SecBot can (a)
identify cyberattacks based on related symptoms, (b) indicate
solutions and configurations according to business demands,
and (c) provide insightful information for the decision on cybersecurity investments and risks. A formal description had
been developed to describe states, transitions, a language, and
a Proof-of-Concept (PoC) implementation. A case study and a
performance evaluation were conducted to provide evidence of
the proposed solution’s feasibility and accuracy.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Businesses becomes proportionally more exposed to cyberattacks as their reliance on Information and Communications
Technologies (ICT) increases. As result, companies investments in cybersecurity naturally increase [10]. While large
companies such as banks and governmental entities spend
significant funds on adopting cybersecurity best practices and
training dedicated technical personnel, Small and Mediumsized Enterprises (SMEs) often underinvest and lack efficient
strategies to protect their Information Technology (IT) services
and value chains they are part of [5]. In addition, SMEs tend
to show a misperception of their cybersecurity conditions,
as a recent survey reveals [3]. While 60% of US and UK
SMEs believe their businesses are unlikely to be targeted by
cyberattacks, the reality is the opposite, with a significant
amount of breaches and cyberattacks targeting SMEs [30].
The adoption of efficient cybersecurity strategies in SMEs
is challenging because of constraints mainly associated with
the lack of a cybersecurity budget, unskilled human resources,
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and limited time allocated to cybersecurity planning [12].
This can lead to disastrous impacts on business, including
financial losses due to cyberattacks, mitigation of costs, and
inefficient management of protections [23]. From a humancentric perspective, simplifying the cybersecurity decisionmaking process requires clear and straightforward approaches
for SMEs [22]. It is essential to promote novel approaches
that present cybersecurity technical information in an intuitive, user-friendly way [19], allowing less-skilled personnel
to make informed decisions while maintaining a proper level
of protection of their businesses. SMEs can benefit from
adopting faster and cheaper cybersecurity strategies, e.g., by
minimizing human experts’ need while reducing costs by
efficiently investing in defense mechanisms.
Conversational agents (i.e., chatbots) [20] have been recently highlighted as an ally to enhance business’ cybersecurity adoption by sharing network and security information
with non-technical staff [6] [2]. Advances in Natural Language
Processing (NLP) [14] — driven by novel Machine Learning
(ML) techniques [25] — led to conversational interfaces
capable of extracting meaningful information and simplifying
interactions between humans and machines. Compared to, e.g.,
command-lines and technical dashboards, chatbots (i) provide
a straightforward interaction using natural language, (ii) enable
faster decision-making, and (iii) speed-up complex processes.
The Cyber Helpline chatbot in the UK [24] was proposed
to provide immediate advice to citizens on how to deal with
cybersecurity issues. However, even with those benefits, the
employment of chatbots in the context of SME cybersecurity
is still scarce and limited to very specific scenarios. Hence,
the current state-of-the-art neither fully covers the demands
of SMEs nor considers barriers for cybersecurity adoption in
SMEs (e.g., awareness of standards, limited internal knowledge, and lack of clear implementation guidelines) [7].
In this context, SecBot, a cybersecurity-driven conversational agent, is introduced here to help non-expert users
take informed and efficient cybersecurity decisions, reducing
the risk of economic impacts due to business disruptions.
For that, SecBot is designed to interact with non-experts to
extract information on cybersecurity demands and business
requirements. SecBot is able to (i) understand symptoms and

business risks to correlate with potential cyberattacks, helping
users comprehend incidents and their impacts, (ii) provide
recommendations for actions in different levels of abstraction,
such as which efforts are required to avoid or to mitigate
problems, and (iii) support the configuration (e.g., in-house
firewall) or acquisition of protections, preparing actions (e.g.,
command-lines or configuration files) required to configure or
deploy a solution. The feasibility of SecBot is evaluated by
conducting a case study and by analyzing its performance.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Related
work on chatbots is reviewed in Section II. The SecBot
solution is introduced in Section III, where design details
are provided. Section IV provides an evaluation of SecBot’s
performance, including a case study and discussion of achievements and limitations. Finally, Section V draws conclusions
and comments on future work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Conversational agents have been widely used in a variety
of areas and different ways. A survey on enabling technologies and application scenarios is presented by [1], providing
an overview and comparison on various Natural Language
Processing (NLP) techniques and outlining significant factors
that impact the design of a chatbot. While NLP techniques
vary according to input data, the authors recommend limiting
the scope of a chatbot to avoid general-purpose agents that
often require more comprehensive knowledge bases. Thus,
different fields can benefit from chatbots trained and designed
for specific purposes, such as self-driving network management [13]). As the extraction of the correct information from a
conversation is critical, [34] surveys recent advances in named
entity recognition by using machine learning models, which
shows, e.g., that neural networks models outperform other
models to recognize entities.
[33] presents a generic chatbot model to answer customer
requests based on social media interactions. The authors
employ Deep Learning (DL) techniques based on Long ShortTerm Memory (LSTM) networks to generate responses for
customer-service requests on social media. In contrast to [1],
which limits the learning scope, [33] uses a comprehensive
learning base relying on using social media (mainly Twitter).
An example of an extensive application of chatbots is the
Microsoft XiaoIce [37]. As of today, XiaoIce is covering
660 million users across five different countries, averaging 23
conversations per second, gathering data from multiple social
networks (mainly from China). This tool provides excellent
lessons for the development, improvement, and application
of chatbots. Its learning algorithms have been used to infer
semantics in massive amounts of data to provide personal
assistants’ emotional connection. Other relevant applications
are seen in [36] and [16], in which the usage of chatbots is
proposed as a hook for identifying criminals on the Internet
and as an ally to cyberpedophile identification.
Specifically related to information security, [11] investigated
chatbots as a tool for IT Security Training, providing hints and

elementary training steps concerning the handling of passwords, privacy, and secure Internet browsing. This tool was
planned to be used in large companies, where employees’ faceto-face training is infeasible. [18] proposed a conversational
agent to address the complexity of how to present network
information to non-technical users about the behavior of IoT
devices, helping identify when devices are part of a botnet.
However, none of these solutions focus on business demands
or directly explore different tasks involved in the decisionmaking, configuration, and cybersecurity management.
Even though exist clear indications of benefits of exploiting
AI-based chatbots for the cybersecurity field (e.g., by simplifying the access to the security information for different
stakeholders [6]), there is still a lack of work exploring
that for a cybersecurity adoption and management. Therefore,
SecBot is designed to address this gap, mainly focusing on
the demands of the SME sector, but designed in an extensible
way to covers other IT sectors too.
III. S EC B OT D ESIGN
Two fundamental concepts are required for conversational
agents: Intents and Entities. These concepts determine the
basis to describe information and flows supported by SecBot.
Intents refer to user’s intentions when interacting with the
chatbot, and Entities are defined to extract specific terms or
values. Extracting entities and intent classification typically involves an ML architecture. While non-ML approaches do exist
[14], they are normally outperformed by supervised learning
algorithms [34], which can generalize the information extraction process by understanding the context of input phrases.
In the case of SecBot, a Dual Intent and Entity Transformer
(DIET) [4] architecture is used for intent classification and
entity extraction, implemented by the Rasa framework [21].
The DIET classifier relies on a transformer neural network
[29] to encode input text with context, Conditional Random
Fields (CRFs) [15] to identify and extract entities from text
encoded, and dot-product similarity [31] to classify the input
intent.
While Intents (cf. Table I) identify users that want to find
protection according to the budget available or want to ask
for help to configure efficient protection, Entities are used
to extract specific terms or values (cf. Table II) from the
user intent to provide a correct response. To reach accurate
responses, all entities are connected to knowledge databases,
which describe values accepted for each of the specific entities.
About 150 entries are defined for Entities (cf. Table II)
of SecBot. New entries for these Entities as well as new
Intents can be added, such that the SecBot can cover different
scenarios and demands.
After identifying the user’s intent and extracting input
entities from the input text, the SecBot needs to decide upon
which action to take to best help the user. To that end,
another important concept for conversational agents needs to
be defined: Stories. A single Story defines those steps SecBot
can take in response to a user’s input, resulting in multiple
possible conversation flows. For example, after recognizing

the intent attack notification and if the next one is the Intent
attack details, a message is sent asking for the budget available to invest in protection, before issuing a recommendation.
However, if the next intent recognized is problem desc, a
different action will be executed to identify the type of attack.
Thus, the definition of Stories is critical, given that it is used
to train the solution to recognize the context of a conversation
and to select the next actions or flows.

Reactive R and the Proactive P approaches. These approaches
define, respectively, situations where the user wants to react
to protect against an imminent attack or a user that wants
to operate a better plan defining the business cybersecurity
strategy. These two approaches are divided into six different
flows that can be combined to provide a more accurate and
complete answer to the user.
Business
Proﬁle

TABLE I: Examples of Intents Implemented by the SecBot
Intent
attack notification
attack details
target
problem desc
solution config
solution support
rosi calc
critical data

Example
My Windows systems are under
a Ransomware attack
It is a WannaCry attack
The target is my database
My server is receiving
a lot of requests from different IPs
I want to block an
SYN flood using my IPTables
How can I block
a specific port using UFW?
Should I invest in backups
against Ransomware impacts?
I have almost 10 TB
of critical data

Associated Entities
@target, @attack name

@target
@symptom
@budget
@solution,
@technology
@operator
@object

Attack
Details

R0

R3

@operator, @object, @solution
@attack name
Symptom

@cardinal

TABLE II: Examples of Entities Supported by the SecBot
Description
Name of the attack
Type of attack
Target of the attack
or the component
with symptoms
Describe specific
problems or symptoms
Amount and currency
available to invest
Describe in-house
solutions
Describes the users’
required action
Explicitly describes an
element to apply the operator

Protection
Details

@symptom, @target
@solution, @technology, @target,
@attack name, @action

SecBot supports functions that can be run as an action in
response to users’ inputs, according to an identified Intent,
such as providing feedback messages, running arbitrary code
(i.e., custom actions), or listening for new inputs. Based on
that, SecBot implements different custom actions (cf. Sections
III-A, B, and C) that run actions according to different
scenario flows. These custom actions involve (i) finding the
best solution for a request, (ii) identifying the type of attack
based on symptoms, (iii) helping during the configurations of
in-house protections, and (iv) calculating metrics related to
economic impacts of different cyberattacks.

Entity
@attack name
@attack type

R1

Attack
Details

@attack type
@target

Input’s Example
I am being target of a @DDoS Attack.
It looks like a @SYN flood.
The target is my @Windows systems.
It is my @database server.
My server is receiving
@a lot of requests.

R2

Protection
Details

Symptom

(a) Reactive (R) Flow
P1
Business Demands

Budget

P0

Attack Details

Identiﬁed Risks

P2

Infrastructure Details

P3

(b) Proactive (P) Flow

Fig. 1: Finite Automaton for the SecBot Scenarios

My budget is @5000 EUR.
I have an @IPtables running
on @Linux.
I want help to @block
an IP traffic using the UFW firewall.
I want to block the
@Port 22 using IPtables.

During the training phase of the SecBot, besides database
entries and Intents, different Stories have to be defined for
the supervised learning to allow the implemented Rasa neural
network algorithm to obtain sufficient knowledge to extract
and process information. Thus, it is possible to determine
which action to take next during a conversation correctly.
These Stories were defined to cover SecBot scenarios, being
able to predict a correct flow based on an identified Intent.
A. SecBot Scenarios
Two approaches are defined to describe different scenarios
and to guide users during the interaction with the SecBot: the

Figure 1 (a) describes the finite automaton for reactive
scenarios. R1 represents a conversation, where the user knows
technical details of the attack (e.g., type of attack or log files)
and wants to know which solution matches his/her budget and
demands. R2 focuses on understanding symptoms associated
with cyberattacks and problems, thus helping users find a
suitable solution. Lastly, the flow resulting in the final state
R3 covers users that already deployed protection solutions,
but need help to configure these.
The finite automaton for proactive scenarios is presented
in Figure 1 (b). P1 assumes users who want to reduce the
economic impacts of threats in their business. Different metrics
can be employed to provide useful information, directly helping during the decision related to where and when investing in
cybersecurity. E.g., the Return On Security Investment (ROSI)
metric [27] is calculated using the user’s inputs and business

requirements to provide insights about whether to contract
a solution, assume risks, or even acquire a cybersecurity
insurance coverage. Furthermore, based on its knowledge
database, the agent can suggest actions to reduce costs and to
avoid a financial loss for specific business sectors. Scenario
P2 covers the conversation flow in which users want to
proactively protect their systems against specific cyberattacks
(e.g., WannaCry Ransomware or Mirai Botnet). For that,
recommendations for updates, configurations, or solutions to
be acquired can be provided. Finally, P3 considers requests
about the most common risks and vulnerabilities according to
the business configuration, sector, and information provided.
A business profile descriptor, based on a JSON structure as
defined in previous work [8], can be configured by users to
provide the SecBot with a detailed view about their business.
This information is used for the recommendation process and
steps requiring specific information on the business organization (e.g., number of employees, regulations, sector, or
underlying security configurations/demands). To choose the
best solution from a list of possible protections, the SecBot
is integrated with MENTOR, a recommender system for the
protection of services [8].
Different custom actions are presented next to handle information obtained during the conversation, providing accurate
answers for specific cases, where algorithms and calculations
are required to process the output, such as those specific
reactive and proactive flows described. Custom actions are
provided to SecBot to (a) identify a cyberattack based on a list
of presented problems or symptoms, (b) provide configurations
for protections according to requests, and (c) conduct an
economic analysis based on user’s requests to support the
decision-making.
B. Attack Identification
The symptoms or problems extracted from the conversation
can be used to identify the attack described by the user. To
that end, a decision-tree containing the relationship between
known attacks and associated symptoms is proposed as a
custom action, which receives a list of symptoms and returns
the related attack for the user. This action is directly related
to the intent named as problem desc (cf. Table I), which
is recognized when the user describes problems without a
technical understanding about what is happening.
Figure 2 shows an example of the attack tree structure.
The SecBot starts with an initial tree containing examples
of well-known attacks (e.g., Distributed Denial-of-Service DDoS and ransomware) relationships and their symptoms.
Thus, the user’s described symptoms are checked in the attack
tree. If the resulting path ends in a leaf, it means that the
attack was identified. Thus, using a Server as a target, the
symptoms ”receiving many requests” and ”many of them are
SYN packets” can result in the identification of an SYN flood
attack. The same approach can be applied for different attacks
in which previously known symptoms can be used to create
the attack decision-tree. If the path cannot achieve a leaf, it

Target

Symptom 1

Symptom 1.1

Attack

Symptom 2

Symptom 1.2

Attack

Symptom 1.2.1

Symptom 1.2.2

Attack

Attack

Symptom 3

Symptom 3.1

Symptom 3.1.1

Attack

Symptom 3.2

Symptom 3.1.2

Attack

Symptom
3.1.2.1

Symptom
3.1.2.2

Attack

Attack

Fig. 2: Symptoms’ Tree Structure to Search for an Attack
means that the attack cannot be identified, resulting in negative
feedback sent to the user.
C. Protection Configuration
The SecBot also interprets requests for help to configure
protection already available in-house. Hence, entities are
extracted to understand (i) the intent of the user, which
includes the name of the solution available, (ii) the operator
(e.g., block, allow, or protect), and (iii) the attack type
for which the user wants a specific configuration. Based
on these entities, the SecBot can determine the associated
configuration or provide the syntax for the user to create
his/her own configuration.
<input>: "I have an IPtables installed and I want
to protect my network against ICMP flood"
Entities_Extraction {
"intent": solution_configuration
"solution": IPtables
"operator": protect
"target": network
"attack_name": ICMP flood
}
<custom_action>: find_configuration(solution,
action, target, attack_name)
<output>: "The command for your configuration
request is: iptables -t mangle -A PREROUTING p icmp -j DROP"

Listing 1: Example of SecBot Processing and Output Based
on a User’s Input
Listing 1 presents the input and output for scenarios where
users want to protect the network from an imminent attack
(i.e., reactive) or anticipate (i.e., proactive) this type of attack
to avoid damages. E.g., the request “I have an IPtables
installed and want to protect my network against ICMP
flood” results in a message containing a configuration for
protection against ICMP flood tailored for the IPTables packet
filtering solution. This configuration is provided as a JSON
structure stored by the SecBot, which maps different solutions,
configurations, and commands.
D. Cybersecurity Investment
The extraction of entities related to the attack (e.g., @attack name and @attack type) and to the business itself (e.g.,

budget, sector, amount of critical services, and data) is essential for the conversational agent to understand the scenario and
to achieve accurate information to calculate the ROSI metric.
This metric is defined by Equation 1, where the Reactive
Mitigation Cost (RMC) and the total cost (i.e., financial
impacts of risk exposure) of a specific attack are calculated
given a time-frame ∆T . Furthermore, the Proactive Mitigation
Cost (PMC) is used for the ROSI calculation, which defines the
cost of investing in approaches or solutions to anticipate threats
and avoid future damage (e.g., financial loss). Thus, the higher
ROSI is, the more the business is recommended to follow a
proactive approach (e.g., to contract backups services or pay
for a continuous cloud-based DDoS protection). Otherwise, if
ROSI’s result is near 0, the business can, e.g., assume risks
of economic impacts regarding a possible threat or specific
cyberattack.
(Tcosts ∗ RM C) − P M C
(1)
PMC
During the conversation flow, the SecBot can map the
attack type based on a specific structure, associating attacks to
possible proactive approaches. E.g., for a Ransomware attack,
information about the amount of data available (in GB) is
required to measure costs of (i) maintaining a full backup
to recover from an attack or (ii) a cybersecurity insurance.
This information is crucial to calculate the ROSI based on
this type of attack’s possible financial losses. Also, if the user
is not able to provide details about specific backup prices for
calculation, the SecBot uses an internal database with average
costs for different services (e.g., backup, DDoS protection,
and anti-phishing) and different attacks (e.g., rescue price for
a Ransomware and costs per hour of a DDoS) to provide an
approximated ROSI, even with missing inputs from users.
ROSI = ∆T ∗

IV. S EC B OT E VALUATION
To evaluate the SecBot, a Proof-of-Concept (PoC) was
developed and evaluated using Rasa 2.0rc2 [21], an opensource machine learning framework to build contextual AI
agents and chatbots. SecBot’s code and training data set are
publicly available [9]. The implemented solution relies on the
Rasa framework abstractions of the underlying NLP and ML
algorithms to simplify the design and handling of Entities and
Intents. Custom actions were developed using Python 3.8.3,
while the knowledge databases are described as plain text or
JSON files. The evaluation was performed using a Dell XPS
desktop with the configuration of an Intel Core i7-3770 at
3.40 GHz, 32 GByte of RAM, running a Linux Ubuntu 18.04
LTS 64-bit with the Linux Kernel version 5.3.0-53.
The current training of SecBot is done using a neural
network implemented in Rasa to select the next action, which
is described as an LSTM architecture defined in [32]. For the
training of the neural network, it receives the user’s phrase
as input and actions as output. During the training phase, it
is used as a fitting model with 958 samples (i.e., examples
of intents and entities) and a validating split of 0.1 (i.e.,
10% of the training dataset as validation data only), which

covers 15 different conversation flows with 100% of accuracy
for the intent and entities extraction. These results indicate
that SecBot can map the conversation for the correct intent
available, thus, also being able to extract entities.
In terms of scalability, a stress test revealed that one
single instance of SecBot can handle 20 messages per second.
Among the currently supported custom actions, a more timeconsuming request is the one to identify an attack, using
symptoms in the attack tree, which have a computational
complexity of O(nlogn). In a simulation with an attack tree
containing 100 symptoms and 30 attacks (i.e., leaves), the time
for the SecBot to process the request and return the correct
attack is less than 2 s on average, considering 1,000 repetitions.
A. Case Study
The case study was conducted by interacting with an
instance of SecBot’s prototype running on Telegram, a popular
messenger platform [28]. The application interface provided
by Telegram simplifies the process of presenting interactions
of the business and the SecBot, thus offering a better usability
and user-acceptance. However, it is possible to conduct the
same case study using the terminal provided by the Rasa
framework or even integrating it with other messenger platforms. It is assumed that an SME faces problems in its server
infrastructure and wants to find a solution to solve this issue
initially, followed by the configuration of on-site protection
(i.e., IPtables) and the calculation of ROSI for investments to
reduce impacts of a possible ransomware attack.
Users start a chat with the SecBot and ask for help. Symptoms include a server overload with many requests from many
different IP addresses, which is initially identified as a DDoS
attack. After more symptoms are described and by searching
the attack tree (cf. Figure 2), the cyberattack is recognized
as a DDoS attack characterized by different hosts sending a
flood of SYN requests. Based on this information, the user
can ask for protection to help against the attack. The user is
asked about his/her budget available to invest in protection.
Thus, by using details provided in the business profile (e.g.,
regulations, region, and business sector), the SecBot can select
and recommend, from a list of protections against SYN floods,
which protection suits best user demands and budget available.
The user continues the conversation for proactively addressing other aspects that can impact the business. This
proactive scenario and its interactions sees the user asking to
support the blocking of port scanning on his/her network. If
business protections are not described in the business profile
configurations, the SecBot asks whether the user already has
a solution installed. In this case, IPtables is available running
on the business infrastructure. The SecBot can check in its
protection configuration descriptor the correct configuration,
and then the proper command is provided for the user to block
port scanning. Finally, the user checks with the SecBot about
the benefits of investing in backups as a proactive approach to
reduce impacts of ransomware attacks, since it can cause all
critical business files to be encrypted, requiring rescue for the
decryption key. This type of attack typically results in business

disruption, financial loss, and also reputation harm. To provide
an answer to such a request, the SecBot checks the business
profile to understand how much critical data the business has
and what the business revenue is. This information is provided
in a JSON file used as a descriptor (i.e., business profile)
for business configurations and the organization, which can
be used as inputs on demand. The downtime average for the
business with similar characteristics (e.g., sector and amount
of data) is considered for the analysis, too. Based on all
this information, the ROSI (cf. Equation 1) is calculated and
provided to the user, followed by a final recommendation,
which in this case, means that an investment in backups is
recommended.
Based on this case study, it is possible to observe the feasibility of the SecBot by providing interactions that cover different flows of the conversation to help in relevant cybersecurityrelated tasks. These scenarios encompass the support to react
against a cyberattack, configure and manage an existent solution according to the business goals, and obtain information for
an efficient cybersecurity planning. Also, the performance of
the SecBot is highlighted by answering requests and correctly
extracting the information required for these scenarios.
B. Discussion
The SecBot shows opportunities to simplify the different
steps involved in cybersecurity management. Challenges to
chatbots are also highlighted, since the accuracy achieved
by supervised learning methods is directly related to the
quality of inputs used. For these scenarios and flows defined,
the accuracy of answers provided was precise and useful to
address users’ demands. The current state, as observed in the
PoC implemented, provides directions and shows the benefits
of addressing cybersecurity-related information using conversational agents. Custom actions, developed as contributions of
this work, indicate the path for further implementations and
highlight the proposed solution’s extensibility.
Given that the SecBot’s prototype has been evaluated by
using selected information and scenarios, it is possible to learn
new information for handling more requests and conversation
flows. There are opportunities to improve the training phase
by creating new Stories and considering different datasets
available for cybersecurity [35], such as describing more attack
characteristics and their relationships. By building a larger
dataset of cybersecurity-related information, it is possible to
define additional Entities to extract from a conversation, thus,
resulting in different flows and scenarios covered. In the same
way, new Intents and scenarios can be defined based on the
amount of information that the SecBot can extract. Such
Intents need to be defined considering the actual demands of
businesses, thus resulting in different custom actions to be
implemented to address specific requirements.
In terms of scalability, several instances of the SecBot can
be provided quickly in order to address high demands for
interactions. As one instance can handle 20 messages per
second, it is reasonable to assume that a single instance of
the SecBot can be used by many businesses simultaneously,

such as processing more than 100 scenarios (equalling the case
study as presented) in one minute. Thus, despite relying on
similar underlying data sources, each instance runs independently from the others in a modular fashion via replication.
In terms of security, it is an option that each SME can run
locally their own instance of the chatbot, which increases
the means to operate on dedicated resources in a controlled
environment, also allowing to have a knowledge database
customized according to the specific demands of that business.
It also can scale to complex problems and solutions. However,
it depends how to define the correct training data set to use
to avoid an over-fitting of the machine learning model being
used, i.e., ensuring that the model will be able to extrapolate
the knowledge of complex scenarios and not only perform
with trained scenarios.
Although this work on the SecBot is motivated by identifying the benefits and challenges of chatbots for SMEs,
large companies can also benefit. Professionals with prior
knowledge in cybersecurity can explore this approach to meet
different goals. Cybersecurity analysts can interact with the
SecBot to find a fast and accurate answer for a customer
request regarding technical and economic aspects related to
SMEs’ cybersecurity. Also, mechanisms can be implemented
to help large companies justify their investments on a specific
solution or cybersecurity strategy, such as understanding requirements to define directions of their bug bounties programs.
This can help build foundations for long-term cybersecurity
strategies rather than sporadic engagements of specialists [17].
Another use comprises the opportunity offered to cybersecurity
companies to develop their own solutions to be integrated with
the SecBot.
V. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
In conclusion and due to the fact that SecBot combines the
description of a formal language with Machine Learning (ML)
and state-of-the-art aspects of cybersecurity, the chatbot introduced interacts with users and provides information according
to their requests and demands. Since the SecBot executes custom actions to find the best protection configuration for a business, the SecBot can identify attacks during the conversation
or can provide insights about risks and economic impacts of
possible cyberattacks. Due to language and respective different
scenarios based on the finite automata theory and the use
of extensible databases, the SecBot does implement custom
actions, which can be extended to cover further scenarios
and additional demands to support cybersecurity in SMEs and
other companies.
In terms of future work, different approaches and ML
techniques, such as deep reinforcement learning [26], can be
explored to maintain a higher accuracy, when the number
of flows accepted and its complexity increases considerably.
Finally, extensive evaluations with real-users in different conversation flows are planned for, going well beyond the coherent and full technical design and functional evaluation of the
approach itself as outlined in this paper.
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